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NOTES ON PAPYRUS TEXTS WITH THE ROMAN IMPERIAL OATH

Below are offered notes on the text, date, or provenance of several published papyri of
Roman and Byzantine date which include a form of the imperial oath. These are based on a
collection of such texts compiled for the purpose of comparison and analysis. I have not
seen the documents discussed below, nor photographs of them, except where plates have
been published, and I have therefore refrained from commenting on text presented by editors
as secure: Where emendations are suggested, these affect restorations in lacuna. Some are
trivial, others self-evident, and some would no doubt turn out to be wrong, if it were
possible to recover the original readings -- but all are based on comparisons with readings
preserved in comparable texts with the imperial oath, and on the assumption that, while the
ancient writers sometimes produced idiosyncratic readings, modern restorations should be
based as much as possible on secure parallels. Similarly, suggestions as to date or
provenance of published pieces are offered on the basis of characteristics shared with other
texts where date or provenance are assured. I have tried to avoid repeating suggestions
already available in the Berichtigungsliste, Vols. I - VII, and in K.A. Worp, "Byzantine
Imperial Titulature in the Greek Documentary Papyri: The Oath Formulas," ZPE 45 (1982)
199-223, or P.J. Sijpesteijn's series of remarks on imperial titulature (ZPE 63, 1986, pp.
281, and earlier articles there cited).
BGU XIII 2246. In lines 9 - 11, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
[prosfvnoËme]n ka‹ ÙmnÊomen tØn
[AÈtokrãtorow K]a`¤`sarow N°roua Traian`o`Ë
[GermanikoË] Dakiko`Ë` tÊxhn
The title SebastoË should probably be inserted before [GermanikoË] at the beginning
of line 11. SebastoË follows TraianoË in Trajan's titulature in the documents where this
appears in the genitive in an oath by the emperor's tÊxh -- P.Lond III 903; P.Mert. I 13;
P.Oxy. III 483; and P.Ryl. II 82 -- and this element should probably be added as well to the
text of SB VI 9448.10, where it is, as here, omitted in lacuna.
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CPR I 224. In lines 1 - 3 the imperial oath is printed as follows:
omnuo
` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ] autokratora yeou u[ion] dia eleuyerion
````````` ]
Ka¤sara can be restored before AÈtokrãtora in line 2, and SebastÒn at the beginning of line 3. This gives the normal formulation of Augustus' titulature in the imperial oath.
See, e.g., P.Oslo II 26 and P.Amst. I 28, lines 1-2 with note.
CPR I 225. In line 7, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
omnumi m]a thn markou [au]rhl[io]u seouhrou alejandr[ou k]a[i]sarow
[tuxhn
If alpha is correctly read, the restoration should be kat]å rather than m]ã. The asseveration beginning with mã never appears as part of the imperial oath, but rather in informal
utterances, normally in correspondence (see P.Koeln II 110.6 with note); the imperial oath is
sometimes, though only late and rarely, introduced by katã (so P.Lond. V 1724.16 and
P.Muench. I 14.93, both of the sixth century). Alternatively, read ÙmnÊ]v` with the great
majority of oath formulations in this period (see, e.g., P.Hamb. I 19 and C.Pap.Gr. II 1 74
bis, like this text, from AD 225).
P.Alex.Giss. 16. Lines 8 and 9 can be restored after the pattern of P.Alex.Giss. 14, 15,
18 and 22:
[ . . . . . . . . . ka‹ ÙmnÊv tØn]
[AÈtokrãtorow Ka¤sarow]
For the same formulation in the same year, see also BGU XI 2085 and P.Oxy. XXVII
2472.
P.Amst. I 28. The provenance of this text is probably Oxyrhynchite. The phrase D¤a
ÉEleuy°rion appears in the formulation of the imperial oath almost exclusively in
documents from Oxyrhynchus (P.Osl. II 26; P.Rein. II 99; cf. P.Oxy. II 240 and 253,
where the phrase is used of Augustus in Tiberius' titulature). The only exception known to
me is CPR I 224, where the phrase appears in Augustus' titulature in a document from
Soknopaiou Nesos.
P.Cair.Masp. III 299. It is possible that the words ka‹ diamonØn should be supplied
after tØn n¤khn in the lacuna in line 52. This is the normal formulation in oaths by the holy
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trinity: See Worp (above, introduction) for the reign of Justinian, p. 211, formula XXVI g,
and, for subsequent reigns, pp. 211-213, formulas XXVIII b, d, and e; XXX a, XXXI a
and b; and XXXIV a. The additional letters leave the line longer than those immediately
beside it, but by no means the longest in the document (see, e.g., lines 40 ff).
P.Fouad 22 i. In line 8, épof[ ]omeya ÙmnÊontew is given as the phrase introducing
the imperial oath. épo[fainÒ]meya can be restored with certainty in line 8, after the
examples of P.Mert I 13.9 and P.Oxy. XLV 3264.27, both of the late first century AD.
P.Harr. II 193. In lines 9 - 13, the imperial oath is printed as follows:

10

13

Ù`m`n`Ê`v` t`Ø`n`
toË kur¤ou ≤m«n Mãrkou
AÈrhl¤ou KommÒdou
ÉAntvn[¤nou Ka¤sarow]
tÊxhn

Where the titulature of Commodus in oaths by the emperor's tÊxh ends with Ka¤sarow,
however, the words toË kur¤ou invariably follow (so BGU I 92; II 649; XI 2019; and
P.Harr. II 71), and there seems to be insufficient space to restore this phrase at the end of
line 12. Rather restore the alternative title SebastoË, as in P.Tebt. II 293.
P.Harr. II 214. In lines 6 - 9, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
[ c. 7 ] ` ` ` ` ` ` ` [ ` ` ] `
[tÚn sebãs]m`i`o`n` ye›on ˜rkon
[t«n despo]t«n ≤m«n
[AÈtokrat]Òrvn te ka‹ Kaisãrvn
At the end of line 6, the words [ımolog« ÙmnÊvn] should be restored to introduce the
oath, as in two other documents addressed to the same logistes: P.Oxy. XXXVI 2767 and
XLI 2969, both dated to the preceding year, AD 323.
P.Heid. III 248. The provenance of the document is probably Oxyrhynchus. Other
sixth- and early seventh-century examples of the same formulation (tÚn ye›on ka‹
sebãsmion ˜rkon, with no further elements or references to the emperor) are almost
exclusively from Oxyrhynchus (the sole exception known to me is P.Cair.Masp. I 1, AD
514). For examples recording, as here, sureties for coloni ascripticii, dates ranging from
579 to 612, see: P.Oxy. I 135; XLIV 3204; PSI I 59,61, and 62; SB XVI 12484.
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An additional line, above the first preserved on this papyrus, can be restored from the
documents named above:
[ımolog« •kous¤& gn≈m˙ ka‹ aÈyair°tƒ proair°sei §pomnÊmenow]
P.Lips. 8 (=M.Chr. 210). In lines 12 - 13, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
ÙmnÊv tØn
[Mãrkou ÉAn]tvn¤nou Ka¤saro[w to]Ë Kur¤ou tÊxhn
The name AÈrhl¤ou should probably be inserted after Mãrkou in the lacuna at the
beginning of line 13. This produces the regular formulation of Elagabalus' name (see the
dating formulae in the same text), and brings the line to a length comparable with that of
others in the text.
P.Lond. V 1893 b. The provenance of the piece is probably Herakleopolite, like that of
other fifth-century texts recording an oath which ends with the words t∞w kallin¤kou
koruf∞w: so CPR V 17; P.Rain.Cent. 106 (restored); and SB VI 9152. Where the oath
ends with the words t∞w kallin¤kou ka‹ éyanãtou koruf∞w, the provenance is more
likely Arsinoite: So SB I 5273 and P.Lond. I 113 i. See Worp (above, introduction), p. 215,
formula XXXV a and b.
P.Lond. V 1901, descripta. The only text given is of lines 2 and 3:
pantaxoË proferom°nhn §p‹ pãshw érx`[∞w ktl.
] ka‹ frikvd°staton ˜rkon fulãjai tØn paroË`[san ktl.
The oath formulation in line 3 can be restored after the pattern of P.Strasb. VIII 720, also
of the sixth century, and the only other oath formulation where the word frikvd°staton is
preceded by ka‹:
[§pvmosãmhn tÚn ye›on] ka‹ frikvd°staton ˜rkon
P.Michael. 55. The subscript, lines 14 - 15, is printed as follows:
14
15

§y]°meya taÊthn tØn dia¤resin ka‹ stoixe› ≤m›n [pãnta tå
§ggegramm°na, ka‹ »mÒsamen tÚn]
˜rkon …w prok/.
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The word ye›on should be inserted at the end of the lacuna in line 14. The text is a sixthcentury contract from the Antaeopolite, and in other such documents, where subscripts are
preserved, the relevant phrase is tÚn ye›on ˜rkon (see, e.g., P.Cair.Masp. I 1 and P.Mich
XIII 665). The subscript reference to tÚn ˜rkon, tout court, appears in documents of the
first to fourth centuries, almost exclusively in the Oxyrhynchite and Hermopolite nomes -see, for the latest examples known to me, CPR VII 14 (Hermopolite, AD 305) and P.Oxy.
XXXIII 2673 (AD 304).
P.Mich. XV 724. The editor observes (line 6, note) that the oath by tÚn sebãsmion
ye›on ˜rkon is characteristic of Oxyrhynchus. This can be stated more strongly: There are
24 published examples of this formulation securely assigned to the Oxyrhynchite, with dates
ranging from AD 318 (P.Oxy. LIV 3746 ii and iii) to 373 (P.Oxy. XLVI 3308). PSI VIII
950, published as of uncertain provenance, is the only other document with this formulation
known to me, and it, too, should probably be assigned to the Oxyrhynchite.
The ninth indiction referred to in the text is probably that of 335/6. After 350, the oath
formula of this type regularly includes regents' names and titulature (P.Laur. IV 162; P.Oxy.
XXII 2347 and XLVI 3308), which would seem to require more space than is available in
the lacuna at the end of line 6. Before 350, the oath refers to the rulers by title only, in one
of three forms, of which two seem too short to fill the available space in this document: t«n
despot«n ≤m«n énikÆtvn basil°vn (e.g., P.Oxy. XLIII 3122) or, after 340, t « n
despot«n ≤m«n AÈgoÊstvn (e.g., P.Oxy. L 3576); see Worp (above, introduction), pp.
202-204, formulas VII a, VIII a, and X c. lt seems likely, then, that the editor's proposal at
the end of line 6 is correct, and can be completed on the example of P.Oxy. X 1265, of AD
336:
. . . t«n despot[«n ≤m«n AÈtokrãtorÒw te ka‹ Kaisãrvn]
P.Mil. I 3. If the document is correctly assigned to the reign of Augustus, as seems very
likely on the basis of the fragment of titulature preserved (but see BL VII, p. 101, for the
suggestion that it be reassigned to the reign of Tiberius), the words AÈtokrãtora yeoË
uﬂÒn should be added after Ka¤sa[ra in the lacuna at the end of line 14. Augustus' titulature is somewhat variably formed, particularly during the earlier years of his reign, but
where the object of the oath begins with Ka¤sara, it normally proceeds in this way: See,
for another example from the Arsinoite, P.Tebt. II 382.20-21.
P.Muench. III 1 72. This document is probably of Arsinoite provenance. The oath formulation by the emperor's tÊxh and n¤kh is found in ten documents, of which 7, from AD
299 to 310, are from the Arsinoite (P.Cair.Is. 3; 4; 5; and 8; P.Sakaon 1; 2; 3). The
remaining three (P.Muench. III 1 72; P.Prag. I 33; P.Wuerz. 15), published as of uncertain
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provenance, are, though rather later, most likely from the Arsinoite as well: See Worp
(above, introduction), p. 204, formula X d, and ZPE 39 (1980) 172 n. 25.
P.Oxy. III 638, descripta, printed without line divisions. Following ÙmnÊv, where the
editor gives k.t.l., there presumably appears in the accusative the regular form of Trajan's
titulature: AÈtokrãtora Ka¤sara N°rouan TraianÚn SebastÚn GermanikÚn DakikÒn (see, e.g., P.Fam.Tebt. 15.149 and P.Wisc. II 80.192). The oath by the emperor's
tÊxh occurs in Oxyrhynchus from as early as AD 70, but is greatly outnumbered for at least
half a century by texts with the older form of the oath, by the emperor's name (5 examples of
the former between 70 and 131; 19 examples of the latter during the same years). Reports of
property purchased or inherited show the oath by the emperor's name throughout the first
and second centuries (P.Oxy. I 75; III 482; SB VI 9317), with the oath by the emperor's
tÊxh occurring first in the third century AD (P.Oxy. XLIII 3103; PSI X 1112).
P.Oxy. XII 1554. Parts of three lines can be restored above the first preserved on this
text:
[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ÙmnÊv tØn t«n]
[kur¤vn Ga¤ou OÈib¤ou Trebvni-]
[anoË Gãllou ka‹ Ga¤ou OÈib¤ou]
[ÉA]fin¤[ou Gãllou O§ldoumnianoË
OÈlou[sianoË EÈseb«n EÈtux«n
Sebast«`n` t`Ê`[xhn

a
b
c
1
2
3

Third-century sureties from Oxyrhynchus invariably introduce the imperial oath with the
verb ÙmnÊv (so P.Oxy. XII 1555; XXXVI 2763; PSI XIII 1329), and the imperial titulature
partly preserved in this place can be restored with some confidence from dates recorded on
other texts in the Oxyrhynchus series: So, e.g., P.Oxy. XLII 3053. The regnal formula
given for the year-date begins in this period with AÈtokrãtorow Ka¤sarow; the formula
given in the oath, with toË kur¤ou: Compare the oath and dating formulas in P.Lond. III
946 and C.Pap.Gr. II 1 76 (both from the reign of Severus Alexander) and P.Lips. 3 ii
(reign of Valerian).
P.Oxy. XXXVI 2756. The rest of the oath by Vespasian can be supplied at the end of the
document, from the dating formula above, and from other oaths by the same emperor: See,
e.g., C.Pap.Gr. II 1 15.
17
18
19

[ÙmnÊomen AÈ-]
[tok]rãtora Ka[¤]sa[ra OÈespasianÚn
[SebastÒn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]
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P.Prag. I 33. The provenance of this text is probably Arsinoite: See above on P.Muench
III 1 72. The words ka‹ oÈrãnion should be removed from the lacuna at the beginning of
line 9. The oath by the emperor's tÊxh and n¤kh occurs without modification in texts from
299 to 310 (e.g., P.Corn. 20 and P.Sakaon 2), and prefaced with the single adjective ye¤an
in 343 (P.Muench. III 1 72).
P.Ryl. IV 703. In lines 3 - 4, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
ımologoËmen ÙmnÊ[ontew tØn t«n kur¤vn ≤m«n aÈtokratÒr]vn tÊxhn mØ §paf›nai
The provenance of this document is probably Arsinoite. The oath by the tÊxh of an
unnamed emperor occurs at least a dozen times in Arsinoite documents from the third and
fourth centuries (see, e.g., P.Amh. II 138, AD 326, and P.Ryl. IV 657, AD 323-24); only
one example comes from outside that nome (SB I 2267, c. AD 300, Hermopolite).
The reference to the emperors in this class of documents never ends with the word
AÈtokratÒrvn: The lacuna at the beginning of line 4 should probably be expanded -- and
there is room for it, as the left margin is lost to an undetermined depth -- to either AÈtokratÒrvn te ka‹ Kaisãr]vn (so, e.g., P.Cair.Isid. 9) or AÈtokratÒrvn Sebast]«n
(e.g., P.Sakaon 5).
P.S.I. V 464. In lines 6 - 7, the imperial oath is rendered thus:
ÙmnÊv [tØn Fil¤ppvn ? aÈtokratÒrvn kaisãrvn t«n]
kur¤vn tÊxhn
With the ending t«n kur¤vn preserved, the imperial titulature is probably that of Philip,
as the editor preferred, rather than of Aurelian and Gallienus, which he regarded as less
likely, and whose titulature in the oath formulation regularly ends with Sebast«n (so, e.g.,
P.Lips. 3 ii). The portion of the formula lost in lacuna at the end of line 6 can be restored
after that preserved in SB V 7634: [Mãrkvn ÉIoul¤vn Fil¤ppvn Kaisãrvn t«n].
P.S.I. VII 732. In lines 14 - 16, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
ÙmnÊv [aÈ]tokrãtora ka¤sara
[T¤]ton [A‡l]ion ÑAdrianÚn
[ÉAntvn›non ktl. m h §ceËsyai sim. etc.
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The words SebastÚn EÈseb∞ can be restored after ÉAntvn›non in the lost last line:
This is the regular formulation of the oath by the emperor Antoninus Pius (so, e.g., C.Pap.
Gr. II 1 39 and 44).
P.S.I. VIII 951. Line 10 preserves a fragment of the imperial oath:
] eÈs°beian t«n kallin¤kvn despot«n ≤m«n aﬁv[n¤vn
It is possible to restore yeÚn pantokrãtora ka‹ tØn ye¤an] before eÈs°beian, after
the pattern of other documents recording oaths where the word eÈs°beian stands
immediately before the imperial titulature: so, e.g., P.Oxy. XVI 1880 and 1881.
PSI X 1114. In lines 9-12, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
ka‹ Ù[mnÊv yeÚn tÚn pantokrãtora]
ka‹ tØn eÈs°beian t«n tå pãnta [nik≈ntvn despot«n ≤m«n]
OÈalentinianoË MarkianoË t«n aﬁv`[n¤vn aÈgoÊstvn §p‹ t“ me mØ §n-]
oxle›n tª Ím«n §ntrex¤&
This document is a fifth-century petition Oxyrhynchus, and the introduction of the oath
by the simple ÙmnÊv is a feature of the first to third or early fourth centuries. The oath
should probably be formulated like other similar documents from the same time and place
--with ımolog« ÙmnÊw like P.S.I. VI 689 a and d, or with ımolog« §pomnÊmenow like P.Oxy.
XVI 1880 and 1881.
P.S.I. X 1122. The provenance of the document is probably Oxyrhynchite: See above on
P.Heid. III 248.
P.S.I. XII 1257 (=SB V 7990). The rest of the oath can be restored in lacuna after tÚn
¶yimon, line 23: See, e.g., P.Oxy. XLIII 3114 and 3136.
ka‹ ÙmnÊomen tÚn ¶yimon [ÑRvma¤oiw
[˜rkon mØ §ceËsyai . . . . . . . . ]
P.Stras. III 152. Lines 12 - 14 preserve fragments of the imperial oath:
[ ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` ` t«]n` k[ur¤v]n [≤m«n] Diokl[htianoË ka‹]
[MajimianoË Sebast«n ka‹ Kvnstant¤ou ka‹ Ma]j`imianoË §pi[fanestãtvn]
[Kaisãrvn tÊxhn ktl.]
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In the lacuna at the beginning of line 12, restore [ka‹ §jÒmnumi tØn before t«]n`
k`[ur¤v]n` ktl, as in other Hermopolite property declarations of the same period with an oath
delivered to the censitor: So P.Flor. I 32 a and P.Lond. V 1647, where these words stand at
the beginning of a line. It seems very likely that the same formatting obtained in the present
text as well.
P.Strass. IV 255. The provenance of the text is probably Hermopolite. The editor (p.
113) notes points of resemblance to several Hermopolite documents: In fact, komarchs
appear as issuers of oath-bearing documents swearing tÚn ye›on ka‹ sebãsmion ˜rkon in
several texts of the fourth century, all Hermopolite in origin: BGU I 21 i; P.Cair. Goodsp.
12 i; and P.Vind.Sijp. 5. P.Cair.Goodsp. 12 i preserves the same liability clause and subscript (recording tÚn ye›on ˜rkon) as on this document.
P.Stras. VII 617. This text should be marked with an asterisk in Worp (above, introduction), p. 201 (formula III b), where a new reading of the oath formula is proposed,
apparently on the basis of other Arsinoite documents of the same period, so that the oath is
given by the emperors' tÊxhn ka‹ n¤khn, this phrase preceding the imperial titulature,
rather than by their tÊxhn alone, with this element following the titulature.
P.Vind.Sal. 3. The subscript in line 23 is printed as follows:
[Stot]o`∞(tiw) Set`abo(Ëtow) Ù`mÒ`moka t[Ú]n` p`rog`e`g`r`a`[m(m°non) ˜rkon
Perhaps rather restore p` r ok` e ` ¤ ` m ` [ enon] at the end of the line. This text is from the
Arsinoite nome, AD 36, and there are 13 other Arsinoite documents from the first to early
third centuries in which preserved subscripts record tÚn proke¤menon ˜rkon. The only
published text known to me with a subscript acknowledging tÚn progegramm°non ˜rkon
is P. Oxy. II 251, from the first century in the Oxyrhynchite.
P.Wash.Univ. I 24. In lines 5 - 7, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
ımologoËmen ÙmnÊntew yeÚn tÒn te pant]okrã`[t]ora ka‹ tØn eÈs°bian
ka‹ n¤khn t«n despot«n ≤m«n Yeodos¤ou ka‹] OÈalentini`a`noË t«n aﬁvn¤vn
AÈgoÊstvn
The particle te can be removed from the oath formulation restored at the beginning of line
5. The oath by almighty God is expressed either by tÒn te pantokrãtora yeÒn or by
yeÚn tÚn pantokrãtora (see, e.g., BGU III 936 and CPR VI 6, both, like this text,
from the reign of Theodosius).
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P.Wisc. I 16. The provenance of the piece is probably Oxyrhynchite. First- and secondcentury documents formulated by the name of the emperor, and with subscripts recording
the swearing of tÚn ˜rkon (rather than, for example, tÚn proke¤menon ˜rkon) are invariably
Oxyrhynchite. Twelve examples occur, dated between AD 34 (P.Ox.Hels. 10) and AD 150
(C.Pap.Gr. II 1 39).
P.Wuerz. 15. In lines 4 - 5, the imperial oath is printed as below:
[
ımolog« ÙmnÊvn tØn]
tÊxhn ka‹ ne¤khn t«[n tå pãnta nik≈ntvn despot«n ≤m«n AÈgoÊstvn
]
With the publication of P.Muench. III 1 72, on which see above, it seems likely in a
document of this date (AD 341) that the word ye¤an should be added before tÊxhn ka‹
n¤khn in the lacuna at the end of line 4: See above also on P.Prag. I 33.
SB 14669. Fragments of the imperial oath are printed in lines 15 - 17:
15
16
17

ka‹ tØn ye¤an [
te triãda ka‹ tØn n¤khn taÊthn (∞?) ka‹ diãmonon zvØn toË eÈsebestãtou
[ka‹ filanyr≈pou]
despÒtou t∞w ≤goum°nhw Fl(aou¤ou) ÑHrakl¤ou toË aﬁvn¤ou AÈgoÊstou ka‹
AÈtokrãtorow [
]

]

The word ımooÊsion should be supplied in the lacuna at the end of line 15: See, e.g.,
for the same phraseology, P.Koeln III 156.11 and P.Mich. XIII 659.257.
SB VI 9087. The provenance of the piece is probably Arsinoite. Up to the end of the
second century, all surviving sureties with the oath by the emperor's tÊxh are from the
Arsinoite: BGU III 891 v (AD 144); XI 2037 (first half of the second century); XIII 2248
(AD 196).
SB VI 9448. In lines 10 - 11, the imperial oath is printed as follows:
ka‹ ÙmnÊv tØn [toË AÈto]k`rãtorow Ka¤sar[ow N°]roua Tra[ianaË Ger-]
manikoË Dak[ikoË . . tÊxhn
The title SebastoË should probably be added after Tra[ianoË in the lacuna at the end
of line 10: See above on BGU XIII 2246. The length of the lines in this document has not
been established, due to the loss of text on the right side.
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SB XII 11023. The first four lines (date -- well restored -- and then names and titles of
parties to the communication) are badly preserved. Here are lines 5 (end of exchange of
names and titles) and 6 -7 (the imperial oath):
[ - - - ] §pimelet`[a›w s¤tou lamprotãthw ÉAlej]andr¤aw
6 [ımolog« ÙmnÁw tÚn yeÚn tÚn pan]tokrãtora ka‹ tØn [eÈs°beia]n to[Ë
tå pãnta
7 [nik«ntow despÒtou ≤m«n Yeo]dos¤ou aﬁvn¤ou AÈgoÊstou
5

The first tÚn restored in the lacuna at the beginning of line 6 may be removed: See above
on P.Wash.Univ. I 24.
The first word preserved in line 5 should probably be read as §pimelht[«n] -- probably
governed by a lost parã -- rather than §pimelht[a›w]. It is very rare for the addressee to
be named after the issuer in a document containing the imperial oath, and while epimeletae
are often named as recipients of oath-bearing lading receipts (see below, on SB XIV 11550),
they are invariably in that case named before the issuer of the receipt. For epimeletae as
issuers of receipts, named in both cases after the addressee, see P.Oxy. XXXVI 2766 and
P.Ryl. IV 657, both issued to the strategos; see also P.Wash.Univ. II 82, with introduction.
SB XIV 11550. This lading receipt is probably addressed to an epimeletes, like several
other oath-bearing fourth-century receipts for transport of goods: See P.Flor. I 75; P.Laur.
IV 162; P.Mich. XV 724; and P.Stras. VII 654. The §pimelhtØw kriy∞w is often so
designated, without additional titulature (see, e.g., from the fourth century, P.Char. XV
2.24; and P.Sakaon 15.2 and 31; the much earlier SB XII 11133 is a document issued by
§pimelhta‹ kriy∞w, but their names at the top of the text appear in the dative, as if from a
formula for documents submitted to them). Line 1 of this document can plausibly be restored with the name of the addressee's father, and then his title:
AÈrhl¤ƒ ÑArpoxrat¤[vni -- father's name -- §pimelhtª kriy∞w]
VBP IV 75a. The word SebastoË] should be supplied after ÑAdrian[oË at the end of
line 16. This is the normal form of Hadrian's titulature in the imperial oath: See, e.g., from
the same year, P.Oxy. XLVII 3336 and P.S.I. VII 766. This addition brings the line to a
length of 32 letters, roughly comparable to that of the line before.
C.Pap.Gr. II 120. The imperial titulature in lines 21 - 24 can be restored from P.Oxy. I
74:
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»mnÊv AÈtokrãtora Ka¤sa[ra N°rouan]
Traian[Ún ÖAriston]
Seba[stÚn GermanikÒn.]
P.Oxy. I 74 dates to AD 116 -- and cf. Sijpesteijn (above, introduction) on P.Oxy. XII
1454 -- but the title ÖAristow appears earlier in Trajan's dating formula: See O.Strass. 500,
AD 100.
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